
Cool Tool Smackdown  

Moderator:  Stephanee Stephens





Teacher Productivity - Evernote

Did you know?  

(app , website, downloadable program)

Free and Paid Version



Programing - Coding 

Did you know?  

Sphero

SPK, Tickle, Scratch Jr, 

(App)



Kati Searcy Newspaper Clipping Generator

Make a newspaper clipping with your own headline and story.

#katisearcy



Kati Searcy - VIEW PURE

Watch YouTube videos without comments, ads, or other distractions.

#katisearcy



Kati Searcy DoInk

Green Screen app for the iPad and iPhone makes it easy to create incredible 
green screen videos and photos. 

#katisearcy



Kati Searcy Plickers

Plickers - formative assessment - immediate results - only one device needed

#katisearcy



Kati Searcy Quizizz

Better than Kahoot ...

#katisearcy



Kati Searcy Simple Transfer

The easiest way of transferring photos and videos from IOS devices to 
computer wirelessly. No need for cable, iTunes or extra softwares on your 
computer.

#katisearcy



Marcus Borders | @TeamBorders
Google Classroom

Get rid of your file cabinet. Toss out that 
old teacher's grade book. Trash those 
unreliable thumb-drives, all through 
Google Classroom. Enhance the 
educational exchange of the 4Cs: Critical 
Thinking, Communication, Collaboration, 
and Creativity. 

Google Classroom allows both teacher(s) 
and student(s) to work collaboratively 
within a personalized workflow.



Marcus Borders | @TeamBorders Editing On The Go

Videocraft App
A video editing tool that features sound effects, text 
overlays, and image overlays. More user friendly 
interface than iMovie.

Action Movie App
This app allows you to record video on the go adding 
special effects (such as natural disasters) without any 
outside editing tools needed.

Superpower App
This app works similar to the Action Movie App. It 
allows you to add superpowers (such as teleportation) 
to individuals being filmed.



Marcus Borders | @TeamBorders Adobe Post & Adobe Voice

Adobe Post  App
This tool allows you to create short and 
simple visual posters.

Adobe Voice App
This tool allows you to import videos and 
pictures to create a thematic story. You’re 
also able to select from a variety of 
images, music, and you may add voice 
overs.



Do you want to… 

create independent thinkers?
Foster Student Collaboration? 

Project Based Instruction?
Natural Learning Environment?
Integrate Rich Digital Content?
Work with existing technology? 

@stacigelbaum



Then you need:

@stacigelbaum

  



@stacigelbaum



Research

● Embedded google search tool
● fewer tabs open
● cites sources automagically 
● can search web, images, tables, dictionary, Scholar and Youtube



Google Voice Type

● embedded speech to text tool
● 92% accurate, compared to Dragon Naturally Speaking’ 97%
● Helps students write with their “true” vocabulary, not limited to just words they 

can spell



Habitica

● Gamifiy your life!
● Customized to do lists, dailies and habits
● Complete quests with friends or alone
● Earn gold, pets, mounts, cool stuff, etc. for 

completing chores, homework, 
assignments


